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Abstract. 3D ultrasound (US) is widely used due to its rich diagnostic
information, portability and low cost. Automated standard plane (SP)
localization in US volume not only improves efficiency and reduces user-
dependence, but also boosts 3D US interpretation. In this study, we pro-
pose a novel Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL) framework to
localize multiple uterine SPs in 3D US simultaneously. Our contribution
is two-fold. First, we equip the MARL with a one-shot neural architecture
search (NAS) module to obtain the optimal agent for each plane. Specif-
ically, Gradient-based search using Differentiable Architecture Sampler
(GDAS) is employed to accelerate and stabilize the training process. Sec-
ond, we propose a novel collaborative strategy to strengthen agents’ com-
munication. Our strategy uses recurrent neural network (RNN) to learn
the spatial relationship among SPs effectively. Extensively validated on
a large dataset, our approach achieves the accuracy of 7.05◦/2.21mm,
8.62◦/2.36mm and 5.93◦/0.89mm for the mid-sagittal, transverse and
coronal plane localization, respectively. The proposed MARL framework
can significantly increase the plane localization accuracy and reduce the
computational cost and model size.
Keywords: 3D ultrasound · NAS · Reinforcement Learning
1 Introduction
Acquisition of Standard Planes (SPs) is crucial for objective and standardised
ultrasound (US) diagnosis [11]. 3D US is increasingly used in clinical practice
mainly because of its rich diagnostic information not contained in 2D US. Fig. 1
shows coronal SPs that can only be reconstructed from 3D US. They are impor-
tant for assessing congenital uterine anomalies and Intra-Uterine Device (IUD)
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Fig. 1. Uterine SPs in 3D US (left to right). Top row : spatial layout of SPs, coronal
SP of normal and pregnant cases. Bottom row : mid-sagittal (S), transverse (T) and
coronal (C) SPs of one case with IUD. Red, yellow, purple and white dots are two
endometrial uterine horns, endometrial uterine bottom and uterine wall bottom.
localization [17]. 3D US can also contain multiple SPs in one shot, which improves
scanning efficiency while reducing user-dependence. However, SPs are often lo-
cated in 3D US manually by clinicians, which is cumbersome and time-consuming
owing to a large search space and anatomical variability. Hence, automated SPs
localization in 3D US is highly desirable to assist in scanning and diagnosis.
As shown in Fig. 1, automatic acquisition of uterine SPs from 3D US remains
very challenging. First, the uterine SP often has extremely high intraclass varia-
tion due to the existence of IUD, pregnancy and anomaly. Second, the three SPs
have very different appearance patterns, which makes designing machine learn-
ing algorithms difficult. The third challenge lies in the varied spatial relationship
among planes. For 3D uterine US, in most cases, the three planes are perpen-
dicular to each other. However, sometimes, due to uterine fibroids, congenital
anomalies, etc., their spatial relationship may be different than expected.
In the literature, plane localization approaches have adopted machine learn-
ing methods to various 3D US applications. Random Forests based regression
methods were first employed to localize cardiac planes [2]. Landmark align-
ment [9], classification [13] and regression [6, 14] methods were then developed
to localize fetal planes automatically. Recently, Alansary et al. [1] first proposed
using a Reinforcement Learning (RL) agent for view planning in MRI volumes.
Dou et al. [4] then proposed a novel RL framework with a landmark-aware align-
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ment module for effective initialization to localize SPs in noisy US volumes. The
experiments have shown that such an approach can achieve state-of-the-art re-
sults. However, these RL-based methods still have disadvantages. First, they
were only designed to learn a single agent for each plane separately. The agents
cannot communicate with each other to learn the inherent and invaluable spatial
relationship among planes. Second, agents often use the same network structure
such as the VGG model for different planes, which may lead to sub-optimal
performance because SPs often have very different appearance patterns.
In this study, we propose a novel Multi-Agent RL (MARL) framework to
localize multiple uterine SPs in 3D US simultaneously. We believe we are the
first to employ a MARL framework for this problem. Our contribution is two-
fold. First, we adopt one-shot neural architecture search (NAS) [12] to obtain
the optimal agent for each plane. Specifically, Gradient-based search using Dif-
ferentiable Architecture Sampler (GDAS) [3] is employed to make the training
more stable and faster than Differentiable ARchiTecture Search (DARTS) [8].
Second, we propose a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) based agent collabora-
tive strategy to learn the spatial relationship among SPs effectively. This is a
general method for establishing communication among agents.
2 Method
Fig. 2 is the schematic view of our proposed method. We propose a MARL
framework to localize multiple uterine SPs in 3D US simultaneously. To im-
prove the system robustness against the noisy US environment, we first use a
landmark-aware alignment model to provide a warm start for the agent [4]. Four
landmarks used for the alignment are shown in Fig. 1. We further adopt the one-
shot and gradient-based NAS to search the optimal agent for each plane based
on the GDAS strategy [3]. Then, the RNN based agent collaborative strategy is
employed to learn the spatial relationship among planes effectively.
2.1 MARL Framework for Plane Localization
To localize multiple uterine planes effectively and simultaneously, we propose a
collaborative MARL framework. The framework can be defined by the Environ-
ment, States, Actions, Reward Function and Terminal States. In this study, we
take a uterine US volume as the Environment and define States as the last nine
planes predicted by three agents, with each agent obtaining three planes. A plane
in Cartesian coordinate system is defined as cos(ζ)x+cos(β)y+cos(φ)z+d = 0,
where (cos(ζ), cos(β), cos(φ)) represents the normal vector and d is the distance
from the plane to the volume center. The plane parameters are updated accord-
ing to its agent’s Actions defined as {±aζ , ±aβ , ±aφ, ±ad}. Each action taken
by each agent will get its own reward signal R ∈ {−1, 0,+1} calculated by the
Reward Function R = sgn(D(P t−1−Pg)−D(P t−Pg)), where D calculates the
Euclidean distance from the predicted plane P t to the ground truth plane Pg.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed framework.
For the Terminal States, we choose a fixed 50 and 30 steps during training and
testing respectively based on our experiments and observation.
The agents aim to maximize both the current and future rewards and opti-
mize their own policies for localizing corresponding SPs. To mitigate the upward
bias caused by deep Q-network (DQN) [10] and stabilize the learning process,
we use double DQN (DDQN) [15] and its loss function is defined as:
L = E[(rt + γQ(st+1, argmax
at+1
Q(st+1, at+1;ω); ω˜)−Q(st, at;ω))2] (1)
where γ is a discount factor to weight future rewards. The data sequence, includ-
ing states st, actions at, rewards rt at steps t and the next states st+1, is sampled
from the experience replay buffer, which ensures the input data is independent
and identically distributed during training. ω and ω˜ are the weights of current
and target networks. at+1 is the actions in the next step predicted by the current
network. Instead of outputting Q-values by fully connected layers of each agent
directly and taking actions immediately, here, we propose to use an RNN based
agent collaborative module to learn the spatial relationship among SPs.
2.2 GDAS based Multi-agent Searching
In deep RL, the neural network architecture of the agent is crucial for good
learning performance [7]. Previous studies [1, 4] used the same VGG model for
localizing different planes, which may degrade the performance because SPs often
have very different appearance patterns. In this study, considering that both RL
and NAS are very time-consuming, we adopt one-shot and gradient-based NAS
in our MARL framework to obtain optimal network architecture for each agent.
Specifically, we use the GDAS based method [3] to accelerate the search process
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while keeping the accuracy. GDAS is a new gradient-based NAS method, which
is stable and about 10 times faster than DARTS [8] by only optimizing the
sub-graph sampled from the supernet in each iteration.
The agent search process can be defined by search space, search strategy,
and performance estimation strategy. Fig. 2 shows the designed network archi-
tectures, where three agents share 8 cells (5 normal cells and 3 reduce cells)
and each agent has its own 4 cells (3 normal cells and 1 reduce cells). Such
architecture holds the advantages that agents can not only share knowledge to
collaborate with each other, but also learn their specific information as well.
The cell search space is then defined as the connection mode and 10 operations
including none, 3× 3 convolution, 5× 5 convolution, 3× 3 dilated convolution,
5× 5 dilated convolution, 3× 3 separable convolution, 5× 5 separable convolu-
tion, 3× 3 max pooling, 3× 3 avg pooling, and skip-connection. For the search
strategy, GDAS searches by gradient descent and only updates the sub-graph
sampled from the supernet in each iteration. Different batches of data are sam-
pled from the replay buffer according to the prioritized weight and a random
way to update network weights ω and architecture parameters α, respectively.
We propose a new performance estimation strategy by choosing the optimal ar-
chitecture parameters α∗ when the sum of rewards is maximal on the validation
set in all the training epochs and use it to construct the final designed agent
Aα∗ . The main reason of using this strategy is that the loss often oscillates and
does not converge in RL.
2.3 RNN based Agent Collaborative Strategy
Normally, multiple SPs in 3D US have a relatively certain spatial relationship, as
shown in Fig. 1. Learning such spatial relationship is critical for automatic multi-
plane localization. In [1,4], the agents were trained separately for each plane and
cannot learn the invaluable spatial relationship among planes. Recently, Vlont-
zos et al. [16] proposed a collaborative MARL framework for multi-landmark
detection by sharing weights of agent networks across the convolutional layers.
However, this strategy is implicit and may not perform well on the multi-plane
localization problem. In this study, we propose an RNN based collaborative
strategy to learn the spatial layout among planes and improve the accuracy of
localization. Specifically, the Bi-direction LSTM (BiLSTM) [5] is employed in
this study, since it can combine the forward and backward information and thus
strengthens the communication among agents.
Three agents can collaborate with each other through Q-values. Given the
states st and the network’s weights ωt in step t, the agents output the Q-value
sequence set Qt = (QP1 , QP2 , QP3)
T, where QPi = {qi1, qi2, ..., qi8} for each plane
Pi. The BiLSTM module then inputs the Q-value sequence QPi of each plane as
its hidden-state of each time-step and outputs the calibrated Q-value sequence
set Q′t = (Q
′
P1
, Q′P2 , Q
′
P3
) defined by:
Q′t = H(Qt,
→
h t˜−1,
←
h t˜+1; θ) (2)
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where
→
h t˜−1 and
←
h t˜+1 are the forward and backward hidden sequences, respec-
tively.H is the hidden layer function including the input gate, forget gate, output
gate and cell, θ represents the parameters of BiLSTM.
3 Experimental Result
Materials and Implementation Details. We validate our proposed method
on localizing three uterine SPs in 3D US. Approved by the local Institutional Re-
view Board, 683 volumes were obtained from 476 patients by experts using a US
system with an integrated 3D probe. Multiple volumes may be obtained from one
patient when her uterus was abnormal or contained IUD. In our dataset, the av-
erage volume size is 261×175×277 and the unified voxel size is 0.5×0.5×0.5mm3.
Four experienced radiologists annotated all volumes by manually localizing three
SPs and four landmarks (see Fig. 1) in each volume under strict quality control.
We randomly split the data into 539 and 144 volumes for training and testing
at the patient level to ensure that multiple volumes of one patient belong to the
same set.
In this study, we implemented our method in Pytorch and trained the system
by Adam optimizer, using a standard PC with a NVIDIA TITAN 2080 GPU.
We first obtained optimal agents by setting learning rate as 5e-5 for the weights
ω and 0.05 for the architecture parameters α in 50 epochs (about 2 days). Then
we trained the MARL with learning rate=5e-5 and batch size=32 in 100 epochs
(about 3 days). The size of replay buffer is set as 15000 and the target network
copies the parameters of the current network every 1500 iterations. We further
trained the RNN module with hidden size=64 and num layer=2. The starting
planes for training the system were randomly initialized around the ground truth
within an angle range of ±20◦ and distance range of ±4mm, according to the
average error by landmark-aware alignment [4]. Besides, the step sizes of angle
and distance in each update iteration are set as 0.5◦ and 0.1mm.
Table 1. Quantitative evaluation of plane localization.
Metrics SARL MARL MARL-R D-MARL D-MARL-R G-MARL G-MARL-R
Ang(◦) 9.68±9.63 10.37±10.18 8.48±9.31 8.77±8.83 7.94±9.15 9.60±8.97 7.05±8.24
S Dis(mm) 2.84±3.49 2.00±2.38 2.41±3.19 2.13±3.01 2.03±3.01 2.29±3.03 2.21±3.21
SSIM 0.88±0.06 0.89±0.06 0.89±0.07 0.88±0.05 0.89±0.06 0.87±0.12 0.90±0.06
Ang(◦) 9.53±8.27 9.30±8.87 8.87±7.37 9.03±7.91 8.57±7.99 8.71±9.01 8.62±8.07
T Dis(mm) 3.17±2.58 2.99±2.61 2.69±2.49 2.01±2.18 2.22±2.31 2.37±2.36 2.36±2.53
SSIM 0.75±0.10 0.72±0.10 0.71±0.11 0.74±0.12 0.75±0.13 0.75±0.12 0.74±0.13
Ang(◦) 8.00±6.76 7.14±6.67 7.17±6.13 7.13±1.35 6.21±7.11 7.21±6.60 5.93±7.05
C Dis(mm) 1.46±1.40 1.53±1.58 1.22±1.27 1.35±1.42 0.96±1.17 1.39±1.39 0.89±1.15
SSIM 0.69±0.09 0.67±0.09 0.68±0.09 0.68±0.10 0.73±0.12 0.68±0.10 0.75±0.12
Ang(◦) 9.07±8.34 8.94±8.79 8.17±8.13 8.31±8.02 7.57±8.19 8.51±7.98 7.20±7.89
Avg Dis(mm) 2.49±2.74 2.17±2.31 2.11±2.53 1.83±2.32 1.74±2.37 2.02±2.40 1.82±2.54
SSIM 0.77±0.12 0.76±0.13 0.76±0.13 0.77±0.12 0.79±0.13 0.77±0.13 0.80±0.13
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Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis. We evaluated the performance in
terms of spatial and content similarities for localizing uterine mid-sagittal (S),
transverse (T), and coronal (C) planes by the dihedral angle between two planes
(Ang), difference of Euclidean distance to origin (Dis) and Structural Similarity
Index (SSIM). Ablation study was conducted by comparing the methods includ-
Table 2. Model information of compared methods.
V-MARL MARL MARL-R D-MRAL D-MARL-R G-MARL G-MARL-R
FLOPs(G) 15.41 1.82 1.82 0.69 0.69 0.68 0.68
Params(M) 27.58 12.22 12.35 3.62 3.76 3.61 3.75
ing Single Agent RL (SARL), MARL, MARL with RNN (MARL-R), DARTS
and GDAS based MARL without and with RNN (D-MRAL, D-MARL-R, G-
MARL, G-MARL-R). The landmark-aware registration provided warm starts
for all the above methods and the Resnet18 served as network backbone for
SARL, MARL and MARL-R instead of the VGG to reduce model parameters
while keeping comparable performance.
Fig. 3. One typical SPs localization result. Left: the ground truth (top) and prediction
(bottom) of three SPs. Right: Spatial differences between prediction and ground truth.
Table 1 lists quantitative results for each plane and average (Avg) values
for all planes by different methods. All MARL based methods perform better
than the SARL because of the communication among agents. The superior per-
formance of MARL-R, D-MARL and G-MARL compared to MARL shows the
efficacy of our proposed agent searching and collaboration methods separately.
Among all these methods, our proposed G-MARL-R method achieves the best
results, which further illustrates the efficacy of combining these two methods.
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Table 2 compares the computational costs (FLOPs) and model sizes (Params)
of different methods. The Restnet18-based MARL model has only 12% FLOPs
and 44% parameters of the VGG-based MARL (V-MARL) model. Meanwhile,
NAS-based methods save 63% FLOPs and 70% parameters of the MARL. We
further compared the GDAS and the DARTS based methods in terms of train-
ing time and occupied memory. The former one G-MARL-R (0.04 days/epoch,
maximum batch size=32) is much faster and more memory efficient than the
D-MARL-R (0.12 days/epoch, maximum batch size=4).
Fig. 3 shows one typical result by the G-MARL-R method. Compared from
image content and spatial relationship, our method can accurately localize three
SPs in one volume that are very close to the ground truth. Fig. 4 illustrates
the Sum of Angle and Distance (SAD) and Q-value curves of the same volume
without and with the RNN. Our proposed RNN module greatly reduces the SAD
and Q-value, and makes them more stable after a certain number of steps, so it
can help accurately localize multiple SPs in 3D US. The optimal SAD is located
around step 30, which shows that our termination method based on fixed steps
is reasonable and effective.
Fig. 4. SAD and Q-value curves without (top) and with (bottom) RNN module.
4 Conclusion
We propose a novel MARL framework for multiple SPs localization in 3D US. We
use the GDAS-based NAS method to automatically design optimal agents with
better performance and fewer parameters. Moreover, we propose an RNN based
agent collaborative strategy to learn the spatial relationship among SPs, which
is general and effective for establishing strong communications among agents.
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Experiments on our in-house large dataset validate the efficacy of our method.
In the future, we will explore to search Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
and RNN modules together to improve the system performance.
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